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 Glossary 
 
 

GEP GEP SMART or NEXXE applications 

GEP 
SMART 

A web-based application that connects buyers and 
suppliers to transact. 

 
Enablement 

Onboarding of Roche suppliers to the GEP 
platforms for paperless transaction 

 
CSV 

“Comma Separated Value” file format to submit 
consolidated invoices 

 
EDI/cXML 

“Electronic Data Interface” and eXtensible 
Markup Language formats used to enable 
automated transactions.  

PO Purchase Order 

SES Service Entry Sheets.  This would trigger a Service 
Confirmation step on Roche side.  This approved SC 
allows vendors to invoice service POs. 



1. Roche’s Procure-to-Pay Digital Transformation 
 

a. What are Roche’s Digital Transformation objectives? 

Roche has launched a transformation and digitalization program of its          
Procure-to-Pay processes. One of the key components of this transformation is the            
deployment of the GEP platform. 
Roche is aiming to 

- Improve the collaboration with all our suppliers by increasing         
purchase order processing effectiveness and visibility 

- Increase overall order process efficiency by reducing manual        
intervention in order to increase processing speed and reduce manual          
errors 

- Increase invoice processing efficiency to reduce risk of late payment          
and increase control 

 
 

b. GEP deployment: supporting the digital transformation 

Roche has chosen GEP as the leading tool to support its digital transformation. GEP              
SMARTTM unifies the order-to-invoice process with the source-to-contract process,         
effectively connecting every order to a contract, to a plan and to a target. It provides                
full procure-to-pay functionality — from item search to invoice matching and           
payment authorization — with best-in-class user experience. 

 
To learn more about the myBuy GEP Smart Platform, please visit           
https://www.gep.com/. 
 

c. What is the functional scope of GEP deployment at Roche? 

GEP is the new online platform to facilitate the customer-supplier relationships.           
This platform will to manage all procurement transactions electronically between          
Roche and our suppliers including: 

- Reception and management of purchase orders 
- Confirmation of purchase orders 
- Creation of advanced shipping notice 
- Submission of invoices and follow-up of their process 

 
GEP has been decided, as the standard platform for supplier integration will            
become mandatory for all suppliers in scope. 

 
 
 

d. Who should use the myBuy GEP Smart Platform? 

Roche suppliers, transacting with Roche entities, will be onboarded to interact           
electronically via the myBuy GEP Smart Platform. The first waves of onboarding            
are now finalized with more than 2000 suppliers engaging on the platform with             
Roche 

  

https://www.gep.com/
https://www.ariba.com/ariba-network


European and North American entities. Further Roche entities and vendors will be 
rolled-out in waves. 

 

e. What is the geographical scope of the transformation? 
 

This will be a global solution implemented by country waves.  More details regarding 
rollouts will be communicated by your main Roche contact. 

 

f. What are the benefits for our suppliers? 

By using the myBuy GEP Smart Platform platform, all our suppliers will enjoy the 
following key benefits: 

 
● Increased transparency and process excellence on

Procure-to-Pay processes 
● Increased efficiency by removing paper based / manual communication 

between Roche and our suppliers 
● Increased visibility with automatic and real-time updates on your documents 

(e.g. invoice processing, payment status updates) 
● Increased control and better fraud management 
● Reduced invoice processing time through automated processes reducing 

risk of late payment 
● Improved relationship between Roche and all our suppliers through 

enhanced service and higher customer satisfaction 
● Reduced processing costs, lower carbon footprint 
 

2. How do I create and manage my myBuy GEP Smart Platform 
account? 

 
a.  Unlike the prior solution, there is only one type of myBuy GEP Smart Platform 

account available, with no cost to the supplier: 
 

Below is an overview of the functionalities of the myBuy GEP Smart Platform: 
 

Functionalities 

Receive and process PO directly on the  
myBuy GEP Smart Platform Account 
Use interactive email to access and process 
PO on myBuy GEP Smart Platform Account 
Create an Order Confirmation on myBuy GEP 
Smart Platform 
Create an Advanced Ship Notice on  
myBuy GEP Smart Platform 
Create and submit electronic invoice on  
myBuy GEP Smart Platform Account by PO Flip 

Create and Submit Service Entry Sheet 

Create a Non-PO Invoice 

Display all purchase order and invoices in the 
myBuy GEP Smart Platform and review their 



 
b. Is the usage of the myBuy GEP Smart Platform free of charge? 

There is no charge for suppliers. 
 
 

c. What is the onboarding process? 

You will receive a notification letter, informing you about the request and inviting             
you to one of the summits and the next steps to follow. 

 
What is a supplier summit? An online session led by the GEP Onboarding team as               
well as Roche Representative, providing you more details about the transformation           
and the usage of the myBuy GEP Smart Platform in the context of Roche. 

 
A GEP Onboarding Specialist will then contact you by email and/or phone in order              
to create and set-up your myBuy GEP Smart Platform account and connections to             
Roche. Once your account is completely setup, we will start sending your first PO’s              
via our new platform. At this point in time, all PO’s and invoices with Roche               
will be processed via the platform. 

 
Details for full integration can be found in section 4. 

 

d. Should I wait for an invitation from Roche to register? 

Yes. All suppliers will either directly be invited to the platform in a proactive manner, 
or you will receive the registration link with the first Purchase Order, or Quick Quote 
Sourcing Event Notification. 

 
Please contact us at Roche_Genentech.SE@gep.com 

 
 

status at once 
Archive all Purchasing Documents (POs, 
order confirmations, Service Entry Sheets, 
invoices, ship notices, goods receipts) 
directly on the platform 
Access reporting functionalities on PO / 
invoice activities 

Free of charge 

mailto:Roche_Genentech.SE@gep.com


e. What if I don’t have a system capable of creating e-invoices ? 

There is no specific software or hardware necessary to transact with Roche on the              
myBuy GEP Smart Platform. Only a browser and an internet connection is required             
to connect to the online platform. 

 

f. Is it possible for multiple users in my company to connect via the Platform? 

Yes, it is possible. In a first step, you will have to set up an account for the                  
company administrator (during the onboarding process). The administrator will then          
be able to create unlimited users and grant them specific authorizations. 

 

g. How many stakeholders can receive notifications from the myBuy GEP Smart 
Platform? 

There are different types of notifications that can be sent by the myBuy GEP Smart               
Platform (for example: once a PO is received or an invoice is submitted) etc. 
Notifications must be managed by the account administrator directly on the           
platform.  

 

h. Can I have a single myBuy GEP Smart Platform account for all my customers? 
 

Yes, as shown below, you have the ability to use the same GEP account login               
details as you are invited by new Roche Company codes and/or other customers             
using the myBuy GEP Smart Platform. 

 
 

3. Document Flow 
 

a. How do I access my PO with GEP? 

With the GEP login, all purchase orders and invoices can be accessed directly from              
the myBuy GEP Smart Platform account. 

 
● In the “Purchasing” tab, you will be able to retrieve all PO’s and Goods              

Receipts received from Roche for review and processing 
● In the “Invoice” tab, you will be able to retrieve all invoices, Advanced             

Shipping Notice and Service Entry Sheet you have submitted to Roche for            
review and processing 



 

b. Are PO Confirmations mandatory? 

Roche will inform you for cases where PO confirmations are required. 
 

c. What if the delivery date, price or quantity is not correct on the PO? 

The exact process is depending on Roche country and supplier setup. The most             
frequent process is the following: 

 
You have the possibility to update the price, the quantity and the delivery date              
when confirming your purchase order on the platform. This must be done through             
the “Change Request” button available on the Purchase Order screen. 

 
Once the Purchase Order is updated, a notification is sent to the buyer inviting this               
person to review the change and approve it. 
To update your purchase order, select “Create Order Confirmation” on the           
purchase order screen, to display the following options: Confirm Entire Order,           
Update Line Items or Reject Entire Order. Select Update Line Items, then            
proceed with the following steps: 
 
1. If you want to update an item data, indicate the quantity to confirm.  

2. Click on Details to open the detail screen. 

3. Enter the new delivery date for the confirmed quantity and eventually a new             
price in the field Unit Price 

4. Enter a comment 

5. Hit OK once complete to go-back on the main screen. 

 

d. Which documents will be considered as official/legal original documents? 

The GEP platform is used for the entire Source to Pay process. The platform will               
house legal contracts, sourcing event information, as well as Purchase Orders and            
Invoices. For each electronic order sent via the myBuy GEP Smart Platform, the             
only valid document from a legal point of view is the electronic invoice via the               
platform in cXML format. 

 
e. Can I process credit notes on the platform? 

Yes. Credit notes are allowed in the platform, but they may only be issued against               
an existing invoice. 

 

f. Some of my Purchase Orders received before the roll-out of the 
myBuy GEP Smart Platform are still open. How should I invoice those 



Purchase Orders? 

All purchase orders submitted to you before the roll-out of the myBuy GEP Smart              
Platform, and still opened, will have to be invoiced via Ariba or paper/mail as              
completed before. 

 
As a reminder, all invoices submitted against a Purchase Order received via our             
new myBuy GEP Smart Platform must be submitted on the same Platform. All             
invoices relating to those Purchase Orders (submitted via email or paper) will not             
be processed. 

 

g. What e-invoicing options does the myBuy GEP Smart Platform offer to 
vendors? 

PO Flip: The PO flip is designed for companies who receive the purchase orders              
through SAP myBuy GEP Smart Platform and transform them into invoices on the             
platform with little extra effort. Most information is copied from the purchase order             
to the invoice. Only supplier specific data (such as invoice number, VAT rates)             
must be added manually on the invoice before submission. 

 
Integrated Solution: The Integrated Solution gives a fully automated process where           
invoice data is extracted directly from the supplier's billing system and delivered            
directly into the customer’s finance systems. This process is a “Machine to            
Machine” automatic process and requires technical capabilities and integration on          
the supplier's side. 

 
CSV Solution (In development, not currently available): The CSV solution allows           
suppliers to load multiple invoices via Comma delimited files. This is generally used             
when large suppliers do not have the immediate means to implement an integrated             
solution 

 
h. Can I attach a document to my invoices? 

Yes, Roche accepts attachments to the myBuy GEP Smart Platform 
invoices. 



4. Integrated Supplier Section 
 

a. What does an 'integrated' supplier mean? 

An integrated supplier is a supplier which has automated exchange of documents            
between their ERP and the myBuy GEP Smart Platform.. This process is a             
“Machine to Machine” automatic process and requires technical capabilities and          
integration on the vendor side. 
For more information regarding this process, please contact GEP at the following            
portals: 

Roche_Genentech.SE@gep.com 
 

b. I already sent some invoice data directly to other customers; can I 
send EDI/cXML invoices directly to Roche ERP system? 

No, direct integration with our ERP system is not available. Integration between            
your ERP system and the myBuy GEP Smart Platform via EDI/cXML is possible.             
You will then be able to automatically process your PO’s, order confirmations,            
advanced shipment notifications and invoices with Roche. 

 
c. How can I integrate my ERP with the myBuy GEP Smart Platform? 

What are the prerequisites? 

The integration of your ERP system with GEP is conducted with the support of              
GEP Integration team. You must have the technical capabilities and the resources            
to support this “mini” integration project. Roche stakeholders will also work with you             
during the integration project to guide you through the business requirements and            
conduct some testing (on PO and invoice flows). 
For more information regarding this process, please contact GEP at the following            
portals: 

Roche_Genentech.SE@gep.com 
 
 

d. What should I do if I want to be integrated? 

It is not mandatory for suppliers to be integrated. It is a process choice our supplier                
must make. Please contact us or GEP Onboarding team at the following addresses             
in order to inform your intention to be fully integrated with Roche via GEP: 

 
Roche_Genentech.SE@gep.com 

 
The first contact will be followed by an assessment of your technical capabilities             
and define next steps / plan for integration. 

 
e. What happens if my company is not technically ready to transact 

as an 'integrated' vendor at the time of Go Live? 

During the integration phase, your supplier will be exceptionally authorized to           
process PO’s and Invoice following the previous process – until integration is fully             
ready. 



5. Contact and Other Information 
 

Who should I contact to obtain further information or for specific questions? 
A dedicated webpage on our website (roche.com) is available for all our suppliers.             
Most information related to the transformation and the use of the GEP platform can              
be found on this webpage. 

 
For all non-business related question or for technical / GEP platform related            
question please contact SAP Ariba Onboarding team at the following address: 

 
GEP onboarding team: Roche_Genentech.SE@gep.com 

 
For business related questions, you may contact Roche at the following addresses: 

 
● Roche Division Pharma: global.supplierintegration@roche.com 
● Roche Division Diagnostics: global.dia_supplierintegration@roche.com 

 
With any other topics post go live you can contact GEP Support via the Help               
Centre (available after logging into your myBuy GEP Smart Platform account at            
service.ariba.com). Here you can search for specific topics, or request a call-back            
from Support, etc. 

mailto:global.supplierintegration@roche.com
mailto:global.dia_supplierintegration@roche.com


 
 

 

Topic Link 

GEP Solution 
Overview 

 
https://www.gep.com/software 

myBuy GEP Smart 
Platform Terms of 
Use 

 
https://www.gep.com/terms-use 

Data Policy https://www.ariba.com/gdprhttps://www.gep.co
m/gep-and-general-data-protection-regulation 
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